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Subject: appreciaƟon leƩer
From: STERO MEDICAL CENTRE <ug.stero@remcu.net>
Date: 18/10/16 10:55
To: Porter Robert <robert.porter@remcu.org>, rtabula@remcu.org
Greetings from Stero Medical center in Uganda. My name is Doctor
ssempeera Benard the owner of this medical center. I established this
medical center after seeing and going through many medical challenges
which almost costed my life. throughout such a time a saw and mate many
people with health challenges but yet did not have the money to pay in
the hospitals for treatment.
This prompted me to set up this medical center to help the poor person
who can not afford the expensive medical treatment in Uganda. we are a
team of six doctors who had go through the same suffering and decided to
set up six different health centers in different places basically to
help the poor man.
I would love to appreciate internet for humanity in particular the
president Mr. Robert Porter and the country director Mr. Tabula Robert
for donating to us computers well connected to the internet. As matter
of fact, this health center has transformed our medical center in a
number of areas ever since we received these computers.
The areas of transformation include;
(1). Research
It is known that in the medical filed, a doctor has to be a researcher
who tries to discover new medical ideas every day, I read medical books
time to time to try update my self all the time. When these computers
were donated to us, I and other doctors have made use of them through
research. The cheap internet provided by internet for humanity which
allows compressed browsering has indeed done well for us. thank you indeed.
(2). Data storage
For any living organization, record keeping is very important. we have
leaved all years keeping our record on papers and in most cases we end
up losing some. With the donation of these machines, we have developed a
computerized system which allows us to store our patients data and and
follow up on the progress of our patients on their health issues.
(3). communication made easy
Before receiving this system from internet for humanity, We used to move
long distances to look for internet cafe order to be able to communicate
to fellow doctors and of course doing day to day communications of life.
we now no longer have to do this with this resource, God bless you
internet for humanity and the entire donors of this Organization.
(4). computer literacy
computer and internet knowledge have become a must know to every one,
but given the level of Uganda, only a small percentage have and can
access this knowledge. Our doctors are now very excited because of these
machine. we receive basic computer training from the internet for
humanity representative Mr. Tabula Robert most of time. Our doctors are
now counted among the computer literate people in Uganda. Thank you
very much.
Cost Implication
Looking at the above benefits we have received from this system, we have
been saved the burden of buying much stationery at the center because
paper work has now reduced. we have diverted this saved money to work on
other health issues in the health center
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The other point is that we used to travel and spend money in expensive
town computer cafes but now all that is saved for other purposes within
the center.
In Uganda, if one chose to study computer in any computer institute,
then they are going to spend a lot of money to have any certificate of
computer. we study computer for free which ends up saving a lot of money
for our doctors and other health workers.
In summary adding up all the money we save after using this system, it
is a lot and this has been turned to finishing other health issues in
our medical center.
Request
Like I mentioned from the begging, we are a team of 6 doctors and my
friends have visited us and would love to have receive such a system and
be able to have the saving that we are doing to also be able to save
more life like we are doing.
Lastly, the medical challenges in Uganda are very many and the number of
doctors are very few compared to the patient number. It is at this point
that I write to request for any medical volunteer who may be willing to
work in Uganda.
God bless you all
For God and My Country
Doctor Benard .S.
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